
In his college days, Ranjeet felt that not only was

the availability of Hindi content limited, but it was

also practically non-existent online. He dreamt of

solving this problem for the masses. Therefore,

after working in his corporate job for a couple of

years, in September 2014, Ranjeet launched

Pratilipi (a Sanskrit word meaning copy).It started

with 150 authors and today is well-positioned to

capture the next wave of internet users in India,

who prefer to consume content in their own

vernacular languages. The company has already

built a strong community of readers and writers,

and its network effects provide strong barriers to

entry. 
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Pratilipi, an Indian language story-telling

platform with products across online

literature, online audio stories, podcasts, and

online comics,Pratilipi has grown to become

the largest Indian language story-telling

platform with over 320,000 writers in 12

languages and over 25 million Monthly

Active Readers.

The company also launched Pratilipi FM and

Pratilipi Comics and acquired IVM Podcast.
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What were the driving factors for you to start

Pratilipi? How did you pitch to the first 100

authors?

The primary driving factor was simply that I wanted

to read something in Hindi and there wasn't much

content available online. I actually didn't want to

build Pratilipi, I was hoping someone else would

solve for this problem, but when no-one else did, I

thought let me give it a shot.For the first 100 authors

the pitch was simple; Let us help you find more

readers. You just have to give us permission, we will

do everything else, including making your profile,

uploading your content etc.

We might have taken it to a bit of an extreme As just

one example; in the beginning, we didn't have any

self-publishing functionality. We will actually get

stories on email and upload them manually. For top

writers, we will sometimes actually type the stories

manually since they only had a hard copy of their

stories and no digital copy.For the first thousand

users; I think we basically just depended on our own

network (e.g. I will post a story on my own facebook

wall, or I will put a list of 5 books I liked and 2 of the

books in that list will have a Pratilipi link) and our

author's network (we tried to keep them very happy,

so they would share the links on their facebook

walls). I also used personally email the first thousand

or so users and offer them to personally recommend

5 stories to read if they emailed back with their

favourite stories / books.

PG says young startups should do somethings

that don’t scale. What were such(if any)

initiatives for Pratilipi during your early days?

How did you acquire your first few 1000-odd

users?

The plan behind Pratilipi Audio (or Pratilipi FM) is

simply to enable storytelling in Audio format. Think

audio books, podcasts, audio shows etc. As of now,

we have about 30,000 Audio books, audio shows

and podcasts etc in 9 languages and about 300K

monthly active listeners.

Pratilipi audio looks interesting, what are your

plans and how is the progress so far?
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This is a difficult question to answer, since the

answer is quite boring and not very helpful We focus

on having a good product experience and a good

breadth and depth of content in each language and

format. We also run hundreds of experiments with

our recommendation / personalization engines and

product features to figure out what works best.

How does Pratilipi maintain the retention for

users?

the major advantage of using Pratilipi is simply to

have more readers, a stronger community and

(hopefully, soon) higher revenue / income.As of now,

we do not really have much in the form of either of

orientation, incubation or translation but we will

hopefully do much more in this direction in the next

couple of years.

 I am an author but majorly use English and

French to communicate my stories.What are

the advantages of using Pratilipi and are there

any free orientations, incubation or translation

services that are provided?
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What were some of the core problems faced

while onboarding writers?Also,curious about

the the origin of name Pratilipi :D

The first (and probably the hardest) problem was

solving the chicken egg problem. How do you get

writers when you don't have readers and vice versa.

Another big problem was that majority of top

writers were not very tech savvy, so they were not

very comfortable with the idea of self-publishing.We

were actually planning to have a scientific process of

finding the best name. We even made a list of 100+

names and ranked them all on different parameters.

Pratilipi failed at most of the parameters, but it kind

of captured what we wanted to say / do better than

any other name, so we finally went with that. At the

time, I was really smitten by George RR Martin (GOT

fame) and his famous quote; a reader lives a

thousand lives before he dies The man who never

reads lives only one  We even had a tagline which

said this in a different way; you become what you

read.

How difficult was finding the first

customers considering that this age group

is not easy to convince using tech

products?

What is your vision on the next 10 years for

vernacular content?

Have you considered allowing video

content as well, now that you have

acquired IVM and are into podcasts.?

My mom loves using pratilipi to write her

stories. I think it has given her and a lot of

people in her age group who were born in a

different Era to adjust to the Americanized

version of the internet.My questions to you

are :

1.

2.

3.

Thanks Vaibhav, glad that aunt likes using Pratilipi,

hope we will be able to continue to delight her.

1.> Funnily enough, a vast majority of our users

actually skew younger. About 71% users are between

18-34 years old  I have answered above on how we

attracted the first couple of thousand users, but

short answer is by leveraging our own network and

our author's network.

2.> As I answered in a different question, I don't think

vernacular content is a space / market. A space /

market should be defined by the use case and not

language.

3.> Some day, we will and we do have some video

podcasts as well. However, I think it is impossibly

hard to compete with YouTube, so I don't think we

will be focusing on Video content for at-least the

next few years. We do however plan to produce and

license some of our stories to be published as web

series, movies etc

We have multiple players in the market for

vernacular content. How do you see the

industry shaping up in the next 2 years?

How does Pratilipi ensure a differentiated

offering from its competitors?

 don't think vernacular content is really a market.

That is like saying there are many players in the

english content market or french content market. It

is about the use case, e.g. entertainment / education

/ social media etc.Having said that, i think there

would be at-least 4 companies in the online content

space (and all of them will have Indian language or

vernacular content) which will have to 100 million+

MAU / 1 Billion USD+ valuation in the next 2 years.

The numbers would likely be 10+ companies with

100 million+ MAU / 10 Billion USD+ valuation in next

5 years.Pratilipi doesn't focus too much on

competitors at all. We just focus on providing the

best user experience and staying true to our vision

and strengths.
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I was hoping if you could shed some light on

the monetisation models Pratilipi has

experimented with & which ones you think

are scalable over the next 3-4 years. 

Hi Damini,We have 4 different products and three of

them monetize in different ways (Pratilipi FM is still

pre-monetization).IVM Podcasts currently monetizes

via brand advertisements and will launch podcast

level subscription for additional content and behind

the scenes access for the top podcasts later this

year.Our core product / online literature monetizes

via virtual gifts and creator subscription (launching

this week) for some exclusive features, early access

and some exclusive contentPratilipi Comics

monetizes via early access. So, you can read today's

comic release by paying a small money or you can

wait for a week and read it for free.Additionally; we

have also started publishing our own books and

comics and licensing some of our stories to

ecosystem partners e.g. our first web series is being

launched on MX player this month, traditional

publishers have published 8 books based on our

stories etc.

What are some unique insights you have

uncovered from all the data you get about

reading and writing? Like what are the most

popular reading/writing genres,

demographics about readers/writers and

anything else that blew your mind

Three of the four things that I didn't expect are all

related to demographics;1.> Majority of our users

skew fairly young, 71% of our readers are between

18-34.2.> 55% of our readers are females, this is

particularly surprising since only about 21% of Indian

Internet users are women3.> About 49% of our

readers are from top 7 cities (and an additional 3%

users are from outside India).Fourth one is a little

less surprising but still; For our virtual gifts program

(keep in mind that users get no tangible benefit

here), our ARPPU is INR 73. I was expecting this to be

much lower

do you think reading long-form pieces is in

general on the decline as more and more

people prefer audio and video formats which

are construed as more engaging?

Short answer; No.Long answer: No, people simply

have a higher bar for what they would give their

attention to. It doesn't matter what the format is, it

is about how good the content is. Pratilipi itself has

about 25 million monthly active users now and a

DAU spends about 63 minutes per day. Wattpad has

80 million MAU and China Literature has over 200

million MAU, so it is not that Pratilipi is an exception

either 

How do you reach out to the target audience

considering the local vernacular comes with

its own set of beliefs and influencers?

We continue to experiment with different channels

and see what works. As of now, our four biggest

channels are word of mouth / referral, social sharing,

facebook advertising and search in that order.

With alot of community members asking

about podcasts,do you think there's a

need/space for audio discussions in Pratilipi?

The way Pratilipi works though is that different

product leaders decide on their own roadmaps and

hypothesis, so not sure if either IVM or Pratilipi FM

guys want to experiment with this

What learnings can be taken from the

Chinese market that you think are relevant

for Indian vernacular social media apps?

Similar across China and Valley;1.> Get to critical

mass first before worrying about monetization

(assuming your marginal cost is zero)2.> Your initial

value proposition has to be very simple, to make

sure your initial users get it3.> Your product has to

iterate and evolve quickly to keep up with your

users4.> In the early days focus on curation, as you

get to critical mass, focus on recommendation /

personalization
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how did you research before creating the

product? Means when do you know that you

have enough customer /market insights to

star working on the product?

1.> I read a lot, that has nothing to do with Pratilipi

but in general it helps in building greater market

understanding2.> I met / spoke with ~350 authors

and roughly similar number of readers to

understand why did the problem exist in the first

place.More importantly, you probably never really

know that you have enough to start, you start and

you learn on the go.

from your fund raising experience, what do

you think an investor wants from a startup?

(expect money)

At the end of day, investors are individuals, so they

will be motivated by different things just like any

other individuals.Some of the motivations might be;

they want to be known as experts, they want to be

helpful, they want to get a promotion, they don't

want to miss the next big thing etc.

from your fund raising experience, what do

you think an investor wants from a startup?

(expect money)

I focus on people as their journeys and paths, not

just where they are right now.This means that I

rarely ask trick type questions, I ask questions

around their previous work, their motivations and

their aspirations.I do often ask open ended problem

solving questions like design a recommendation

system for your favorite product or why do you think

your favorite company will succeed or a company

you don't like will fail etc. The purpose here is to not

look for the answer but to see how the candidate

thinks, makes trade-offs and how they account for

any new information that I give them

Do you plan on getting legacy publishers on

your comics app? What do you think of the

indian comic book industry in general? Big

fan of the comic book format you've

introduced in the app.

We already have Amar Chitra katha, Diamond

Comics, Graphic India, Tapas comics etc on our

comics app.i think the only large publisher we don't

have is Raj Comics and it is not for the lack of trying I

think Indian comic industry used to be huge, it went

thorough a big slump for the last 20 years but it will

be back and much bigger in the next 10 years.


